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SUMMARY
A study of data fron various wind-tunnel tests of hori-
zontal tail surfaces was made to determine the accuracy with
which section data can be used to estimate the hinge-moment
characteristics of control surfaces of finite span. The study
consisted of a compal*ison between the variation of elevator
hinge moments with elevator deflection and with airplane pitch-
ing moment, as estimated from data obtain.ed in two-dimensional -
flow, and that variation measured. experimentally on 16 differ-
ent horizontal tails mounted on wind-tunnel models of complete
airplanes, The method used in applying section data to the
evaluation of three-dimensional characteristics is outlined,
and summary curves showing the variation of the maJor param-
eters with control-surface chord, balance chord, and trailing-
edge angle are presented. It is deifionstrated that the three-
dimensional hinge-moment characteristics of tail surfaces can
be derived from existing section data with an accuracy which
is within the tolerance required in preliminary design.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable data on the characteristics of large-chord
flaps hnvc been obtained (references 1 to 11), which establish
the effect of the major variables (flap chord9 balance chord,
nose shape, nose gap, etc.) on the section aerodynamic charac-
teristics of’ airfoils, The question has arisen on occasion,
as to the degree of accuracy with which these data can he
applied to the estimation
.
of the characteristics of control
6 surfaces in three-dimensional flow. This question is partic-
ularly pertinent as applied to the horizontal or vertical”
tail surfaces of complete airplanes, since these surfaces
.
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(as distinguished from ailerons) are subjected to mutual
interferences, fuselage interference, and are of relatively
low aspect ratio, so that the differences caused by these
~t.secondaryl~effects might be so large as to preclude the
use of’ section data for anything but the most approximate
f%timates,
In order to sh@ some li~~t on this problem, the ex-
perimentally measured hiuge-moment and pitching-moment char-=
acteristics of 16 different horizontal tail surfaces mounted
on couq?lote airplane models have %eon compiled and are com-
parod with charactertstic~ estimated from data obtained in
two-dimensional flow, ~his, study has taken the form of the
comparison of hinge-momant characteristics as defined by
the variation of elevator hinge m~w~nts with elevator angle,
with tail angle of attack$- aud with airplane pitching moments.
The types of aerodynamic ba$~neo’ .e~qaidered in the present
investigc.tion include intorzually se{~led nose balance and un-
shrouded nose overh,ang balance,
No consideration has been given to shielded or unshielded
horn-type balances. The data pyesen%ed have been confined to
those obtained at zero aiig.lso? att~,ck of the tail, but are
typical of’ the range of nng”les ot’ attack encountered by a tail
in noriaal flight, Considerations were limited to elevator
deflections where stall is absent (characteristics remain
linear), a~d all the experimental data were determined in the
absence of operating propellers. These restrictions, however,
do not prevent application of the conclusions to the flight
conditions where the elevator stick forces are normally most
critical; namely, accelerated maneuvers at high syeed (where
the elevator deflections are normally small and the slipstream
effects are negligi%le)o
In order to facilitate the application of section data
to control surfaces on which the important geometric variables
were different from the basic data available, a systematic
method of application was develoycd. This method and an il-
lustrative example on ono of the tail surfaces are outlined
in the section Methodj and tho results of application of this
method to 16 tail surfaces are considered in the section
Discussion.
SYMBOLS
The symbols used in this paper are defined as follows:
.
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c1
CL
Ch
%
cm
where
1
L
h
H
M
c
M.A.CO
Cf
Ce
Ce
Sw
se
q
In
o1airfoil section lift coefficient --\qc(L)airfoil lift coefficient l%)
control-surface section hinge-rpoment coefficient
(h/qcf2)
()
elevator hinge-moment coefficient -Qq~
qsece
t
M
airplane pitching—moment coefficient
SW(MOAO CO)“)
airfoil section lift
airfoil lift
control-surface section hinge moment
elevator hin~e moment
airplane pitching moment about center of gravity
chord of airfoil with control surface neutral, mean
geometric Choi-d of horizontal tail
mean aerodynamic chord of wing
chord of control surface aft of hinge line
mean geometric chord of elevator aft of hinge line
root-mean-square
area oi’ wing
area of slevator
dynamic pressure
chord of elevator aft of hinge line
aft of hinge line
of air s.~rea~-(;PV’)
addition to these tb.e f~llollinz svr~bols have been
employed:
.
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angle of attack of horizontal tail or airfoil
control-surface deflection with respect to the airfoil
elevator t,ail length (horizontal distance from center
of gre.vity of airplane to the center of pressure
of the tail load due to elevator deflection)
horizontal tail are?. affected by the elevator
aspect ratio of horizontal tail
trailing–edge angle of control surface
!!!hesubscripts outside the parentheses indicate the
factors held constnn’- fi.uringthe inezsurement of the parameters,
METHOD
The influence of the foliowing factors has been included
in the calculation of the para]~eters Ch8s ‘hat and (bCJ
>tn \
(1) The elevator chord aft of the hinge line
(2) The elevator balance chord forward of the hinge line
(3) The elevator nose gap
l“
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(4) The elevator nose shape
(5) The airfoil siction of the horizontal tail, e:3Pe--
ci.ally as it affects the included angle between tho
upper and lower surface: at the trailing edge of the airfoil
(6) The aspect ratio of the horizontal tail
The data of references 1 to 11 are used to establish
the effects of the first five of the above variables on the
section characteristics, These data were collected subse-
quently and presented in reference 120 To facilitate the
use of these section data~ they have been fully corrected
for tunnel-wall effect and are presented in figures 1 to 8
in a form suitable for the present application. In the
application of these data the following assumptions have
been made:
(1) The variation of the section characteristics a ,
ch~ ~ and ‘h. with percent chord will be independent o$
the section p~ofile. This assumption permits the variation
given in reference 1, which was determined from tests of an
NACA 0009 airfoil with various chord flaps, to be applied
to any othor section profile,
(2) The hinge-moment parameter increments due to changes
in trailing-edge angle are independent of flap-chord ratio
and have the following value:
AcIL-J,
----- = 0,0050
claA@
.
Ach6
----- = 0.00’78
c18A@
The data of figure 2 of reference 11 have been rcproducod in
figure 7 of this report in a form more suitable for the present
application. Data fro~ additional tests on beveled control ,
surfaces (references 13, 14, and 15) have been included to
demonstrate the scatter of the experimental points around the
pl*oposed correlation curve, It is obvious that all the factors
which influence the effect of the trailing-edge angle on the
hinge-moment parameters have not been inc].uded in these curves.
Since the increments in trailing-ed~;e angle needed in this
I
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report are small (no beveled trailing-edge control surfaces
considered herein), no attempt has been made to determine a
more accurate correlation method, and an average value
been chosen from the existing datae
(3) The hinge-moment parameters of ‘balanced flaps
in the same manner with ratio of flap chord to airfoil
as do the parameters for I)lain flaps, This assumption
has
vary”
chord
is
made for the sake of expe~iencer it lacks experimental veri-
fica.tion$ but the effect of the p~s~ib~e error on the final
results is not large.
(4) The interference effects due to the fuselage or
vertical tail do not affect %’lp$ %6 $ or (bCh/~Cm)aa
It was assumed that there was n: ca?ry-over of lift over
the center section of the horizont,sl t:kil.
In the application of these section data to finite-span
control surfaces} the iifting--line theory and the assumption
of an elliptic span loading have been used as a basis for
estimating the effect of aspect ratio on the section lift and
section hinge-moment characteristics. These assumptions
en~.ble the parameters (ba/M)ct, (3Ch/~ct)t$ and (bch/~~ )CI
to be treated as independent of
location.
Caspect ratio and spanwise
No account has been taken of the variation of the
induced angle along tile spar~ duc to the actual spzmwise load-
ingz L and thearefinemcnts of lifting-surface theory have not
been applied.
------------------------------------------------------------
lThQ finite-SPa~ hinge moments for two of the represent-
ative horizontal tails ccinsidered in the present analysis have
bec~ computed by tak~.ng into account the aer.odcyntamicinduction
due to the actual spanwise loading. The very small increase
in accuracy of these computations over those in which an
elliptic loading was corisidered did ziot warrant the use of
this refinement,
.2Since the downwash ~ctual~y Varj.es ~~ong the chord$ an
error is introduced in the” calculation of the hinge moments
by lifting-line theory because the hinge moments are a. func-
tion of the distribution as well as the magnitude of the
resultant ~ressureo preliminary calculations of the chord-
wise distribution of lift indicate an additional aspect-ratio
correction which increases (algebraically) the hinge-moment-
coefficient slopes. This ~jmitation of lifting-line theory
as applied to the calculation of finite-span hinge moments
has been previously l“eported in reference 16.
.-
.
.
.
.
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The method of application divides itself into the
following steps:
7
A,
B.
c.
DO
To
carried
Computation of the effects of aerodynamic balance
1. Internal seal
(a) I!stimate of parameters of plain sealed
control surfaces (figs. 1 to 4)
(b) Coil~putation of hinge-moment increments
due to balance (fig. 5)
(c) Computation of the characteristic with
balance PlUS (b))
29 External overhang balance
(a) Interpolation of parameters for elevator
balance c’herd, nose gap and nose shape
(figs, 1 to 4)
Adjustment of section parameters for effect of
control-surface chord (fig, 6)
Adjustment of section parameters for effect of
trailing-edge angle (fig. v)
Application of final section -parameters to three-
dimensional flow
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
illustrate the method, the following example has been
out on t!le elevator of the horizontal tail of airnlane
A, the characteristics of which are shown in figure 9, Tkis
horizontal tail has a 0.12-.chord-thick airfoil section for
which the trailing-edge angle is 14.6°. The control-surface
chord ratio i~as a constant value of 0,40 and the elevator is
equipped with an overhanging balance of 0e25ce= The nose
shape of the balance closely corresponds to the medium nose
shape of references 2 to 8 and the nose gap is 0,005c.
A-2.- Characteristics of a 0e30-chord flap with a
Q&25ce medium nose balance with O 005c ~a,p on an
---------"-"---"--------=--------"------------mIEx- 0009
—— — _______________ _________ 0 _ ________________ <
airfoil.- I’igure 1 presents the section characteristics of an
h
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I?AC!A0009 airfoil with a medium-nose profile overhanging
balanceO Trom these ,data, the section parameters for an
airfoil equipped with a 0.30-chord flap with 0@25ce medium
nose balance with 0.005c gap are as follows:
C\a = 0.091
ad = -0.!56:
c~ =
-0.0043
a
Chb =
-o. 00?8
3.- Adjustment of section ~arameters for control-
------ ..—-— -—------—___ —- -----.-— ---------- ___
surface chord -
--..--——-—---- l These values for a 0,3C-chord flap are
corrected to Om4&chord flap by the data presented in
figure 60
.
.
.
.
.
c~ = o*091
a
c~a =
-0.0043 X ~~”~~ = -().0060
0.0060
c.- Adjustment of section data for trailing-edge angle.-
----— _____________ -
To the preceding values an adjustment is made for trailing-
edgc angle ~. !?he trailing-edge angle of the NACA 0009 air-
foil is 11°, while that of the subject airfoil is 1.4,6°. From
,figure 7 for a cl
a
of 0.091, a cl
8 of 0,67 X 0,091= 0.061
and -a A@ of 3.6°.
ACha = 0.0050 X 0.091 X 3,6 = 0.0017
.
l
Ach6 = 0.0078 X 0.061 X 3.6 = 0.0017
A-
.“
.
.
.
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Adjusting the previous parameters, the section character-
istics of the horizontal tail of airplane A are obtained.
c1 = 00091
a
‘8 = -0067’
Ch =
-o, 0’343
a
Ch =
8
-0, 0070
Q - An~licatiori oi’ the final section navameter~ t~ the
——- ...—-——=—---..--——-—A-——--..—S————-—— -- -——-
finit;~spa.n - These data are adjusted for a fiuite as~}ect
-.-—.=——---—— “
ro,tzo by the following relationships:
P r –jc~l CL—— —..-— ------ 1
I /57,3rcta,)
l’+ (__;l--)],-
(Values of p and r :zre plotted in fig. 8,)
Cha = Ch6 + CL/j(C~a - Cha)
‘he SHe
where Ve is the elev,ator volume and is equal to --—-- —-
li.h.Ca SV{
Applying the section parameters to these equations, the
aerodynamic cb.aracteristics of the horizontal tail of airplan-e
A are obtained:
.
.
-“
.
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cLa = o,059
a.~ = -0.06’7
C-jf= -O, 0028
a
Chb = -o. 006C
Comparison with experimental result s.- This predicted
.—.=-.. — —--— ..-*---—..————
variation of Ch with ~ is shown in figure 9. On the
same axis: data obtained on a l/5-scale model of airplane A
are plotted. It is observed that the data obtained in three-
dimensional flow indicate a ch~ ‘f -0.0052, a deviation
.
from the estimated value of 0.0~08.
.
. (Mb)The computed value of ~~ ) is plotted in figure 9,m“ ~
and comparison is ,afforded between this value md that
measured on the l/5-scale model. Yor this airplane the
difference between tlie computed and measured ‘~alues of
()bc~-m; is O=O?-OS
a
The value of Cha was not measured experimentally,
but it may be cleternined from the original data by means
of the following relationship:
.
.
.
.
where
CL air-plane lift coefficient
it tail incidence
.-
.
.
*
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and
(“;-jm=&J -(.;?)
1. tail on tail off
Applying th~ relationship to the data of airplane A, Ch
a
is found to have an experimental value of -0,0012, The
computed value of this slope was -0.0028, a devintion of
0.0016.
DISCUSSION
Similar calculation have been made on the ho~izontp.1
tail surfaces of 15 other airplanes, The esiimatcd and
measured values of
. ~h~ and (bCh/aCm)a are plotted. in
.
figures 9 to 24, and arc ta.hulated in table i. Jill V:alucs
are presented at the angle of attack at which the tail is ‘
.
subjected to zero lift (elevator unreflected) with power off.
The correlation of Cha is very good in the majority of
the cases considered, the scatter of tho experimental points
about the computed curves %eing} in most instances, about
equal to normal experimental scatter.
~Or 1.2 of the 16
tail surfaces included in the analysis, the difference between
th~ p’rodicted and the m~asure~ values of Ch. w-as “Oetween
20.0008. This differenc~ is equivalent to tie balance effect
of less than 13 percent Ce nose “balance on a closely balanced
elevator. The deviation of the slope in the rem,mining cases
was -0.0013 or less. For 11 of the 16 cases considered, the
computed value of ch~ was too negative, indicating the
necessity of a larger correction to Ch due to aspect ratio.
8
Due to the nonlinearity of the relationship involved$
it is difficult to establish an experimental value of cll_.o
.
.
.
~0~ the cases considered, the deviation between the exper~-
mental and the estimated values ranged from 0,0009 to
-0.00200 For all the airplanes except three, the computed
value of cha was algebraically smaller than tti~evalue
measured in the wind tunnel, This is in accord with the
additional aspect-ratio correction to
‘ha predicted from
..
.
.
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a consideration of the chordwise distribution of the resultant
pressure.
The deviation between the measured and computed values
(?)Ch)of was less than 0,060 in 12 of the 15 cases con-;<)a
sidered and? with a single exception, was less than 0.079 in
the remaining cases. In the single case ~;here a very marked
difference exists between the measured and computed values
(airplane N), the cause is the exceptionally low elevator
effectiveness (aC.Jb6e) determined experimentally, In five
of the fifteen cases} a better correspondence would have
been oltained if some carry-over of lift had been assumed
across the fusela~e, However, the other 10 cases indicate.
that the assumption of no-lift carry-over gives tile best
average results, It would appear that Cha can be predicted
with. greater accuracy than can (bCh/bCm)a.
In order to estima.tc the magnitude of the error which
would result from the use of these estimated hinge-moment
data in the calculation of airplane stick forces in acceler-
ated flight, computations have been made of the stick force
per g on a typical pursuit airplane due to the discrepancy
between the calculated and the experimental values of the
hinge-mement parameters. T!IC equations used in this analysis
and the assumed airplane characteristics are indicated in
the appendix. Those airplane characteristics are believed
typical for a modern high-speed airplane having a span of
,approximately 42 feet and a gross weight of 10,000 pounds.
Results of these calculations are listed in table 1. Tor
nine of the fifteen horizontal tails considered in the analY-
sis, the stick force por g due to the difference between
the estimated and the measured hinge-moment slopes was less
than 4 pounds. The stick force per g in the remaining
cases varied from 5.3 to 16.4. In all cmses except seveu,
the stick force per g would have been underestimated b-y
using the computed hinge-moment data,
In the application of these data to a full-scale airplane, ,
a very iinportant variable exists Tor which few data are avail-
able, namely, the effect of Mach number, All the data presented
herein hove been obtained at a Mach number of less than 0.2.
Tests made at high speeds have indicated Mach num’ber effects
on the hinge-momont parameters which are a function of several
variables, Among these variables are the trailing-edge angle .
NACA CB NGO 5B05 13
of the control surface J the amount of nose overhang, the
profile of the nose balance, and the nose-balance gap. In
most cases, increasing Mach number tends to increase alg~
—
braically both ch~ .i&d Clla“
This overbalancing effect of Hach number on Chb in-
creases with increasing trailing-edge angle, with increasing
nose ovcrhang$ and with increasing nose-balance bluntness.
In one case of a beveled trailing–edge control surface
(@=23°) with e, 0@35ce un~ealed nose balance, increasing
the Mach number frou] 0,2 to 0.8 resulted in a Ach8 of
0.0065, Another example is that of a normal-profile elevator
(P= 130) with a 0.40ce blunt-nose balance for which the in-
crease in ch~ due to increasing Mach number from 0.2 to
O,8 amounted to 00 0035.
A need exists for a systematic investigation of the
effects of Nach number on control-su~face hinge moments.
Exarnin?.tion of data which arc available indicates that the
.
. least Mach number effect can be exp~cted for control surfaces
whick. are not bulged” or leveled and :havc either no balance
or a sealed internal balance.
.
.
CONCLUDING REIJAIMS
It is concluded from the foregoing comparisons that
the hinge-moment characteristics of tail surfaces can be
derived from existing section data with an accuracy well
within the tolerance required in preliminary design. It is
acknowledged that the effect of other factors, such as fa%ric
distortion and high Mach number, may influence to a large
extent the final airplme stick forces,
The utilization of lj.fting-line theory introduces an
error in the application of section hinge-.momeut data to
finite-s-pan control surfaces. An additional aspect-ratio
correction to the hinge moments due to the chordwise distri-
bution of downwash is indicated., This correction will tend
to increase (algebraically) the elevator hinge moments, thus
increasing the accuracy to which finite-span hinge-moment
characteristics may be predicted from section data.
.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Coumittee for Aeronautics,
.
. Moffett, yield, Calif., Oct. 9, 1944.
.,
.
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APPENDIX
The following equation has been developed to define
the variation of elevator stick force with normal accelera-
tion for an airplane in steady turning flight:
(bCm/i3it)a )1-.-—-—-———-—
-(?Jcm/at5)a ‘ J
where all symbols have been previously defined except
f
.
.
‘L
w
.
n
‘h
C7
CL
elevator stick force
wing loading, pounds per square foot
nor~La~ a~cele~ation
horizontal i:zil length (clistance f~c~i airplaae
center of gravity to center of pressure of
horizontal tail)
density ratio, ~-
P.
and a refer to the airplaIlt3
.
.
.
.
The following values of the above vari:~bl’>s i,ave been
assumed as typical for a modern pursuit airplane:
fhcm] = -0 16
---
(bcL~ “
8
bCm\
(
-0,016
:<)c =
L
15
.
.
Iw = 35 pounds per square foot
1~ = 20 feet
D = 0.7385 (10,000 ft altitude)
oqJbit)cL
Tor the sake of simplicity it has beeu assumed that
.
.’
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Applying the above values, the stick force required to
attain a 2g normal acceleration in steady turning flight
may be written as
2.
.
. 3,
.
4.
6,
7.
.
.
.
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Airplane
Model
TABLZZI
COEPARISCIN OF CALCKLi4T3D AED EXP3RIXZW!!AL IIIiJGIHdOWIIiTPA.BWIE!TEIRS
Gil.cu-
lated
———
-0.0060.
-,0061
..~(303~
-60051
-nOG2ti-
-.002-7
-..0024
-,>0054
---%0049
-.0094
-%0050
--.0024
-..0M6
o0C02
.0025
-.0011
Experim-
ent al
-.0.0052
-:.0063
-.oolg
-.oo3g
-.0016
-.0029
-.0024
.-,.0043
.-.0036
-,~oog6
-“0054
-.(2052
-.,0063
*0002
u0032
-.0010
—_.-~—.——.—
alculated value of
~Stick force
EOTE>_ ~~ien
moment increuents
c~
———
Calcu-.‘Expri-
tated. ,mental
:
—..-..~—
-o.002s I..0.C012
I
-...ool~ -.0224
-.00141 -.0023
I
.-.CN3.2c‘ o
-.0009 ; -.0002
-.0010 ~ -.0010
-.0009 ‘ -.0006
..Ooo~l
-.0010
-.oolg -..Ooog
_.00&3 I .-,OOOPG
-..0010i -..0002
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